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About This Game

“he Who Fears Being Conquered Is Sure Of Defeat.”

The war-game March of the Eagles focuses on the dramatic conflicts of Europe during 1805 to 1820. Explore one of the
defining periods in European history with this experience crafted by the masters of Grand Strategy, Paradox Development

Studio. The makers of Hearts of Iron and Europa Universalis now bring The Napoleonic War to life in this war-focused strategy
game.

Main Features

 Take command: Rise to power in the era of the Napoleonic Wars and move on to claim the control of Europe

 Lead your nation: Attack your opponents and defend your nation’s border while the tension rises. Expand your nation
with war, negotiation and keep your empire from falling apart
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 Europe is at your feet: Explore a historical topographic map in full 3D with a complete view of Europe

 Command your troops: Use the combat order system and manage your troops to secure as much power as possible

 Experience true warfare: Organize your armies, manage logistics, raid your enemy's supply lines and set the strategy for
your armies, fleets and more

 Use diplomacy: Form coalitions against other major powers

 Explore the new idea system: Embrace new technology, military tactics and economical organization

 Become the dominant power of Europe: Experience the Victory System that allows you to dominate the other powers on
land and at sea

 Multiplayer: Battle against your friends in this heavily multiplayer focused game where you can engage in multiplayer
for up to 32 players

 Customize your game: March of the Eagles gives you the chance to customize and mod in detail to create your ultimate
wargame
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Title: March of the Eagles
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2013
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I♥♥♥♥♥♥ON THE BALLS OF YOUR DEAD ONES

10/balls. Honestly hated this game, just annoying at points, especially that parrot that won't stop saying "cracker cracker"

10/10 though. Got it just for the bonus character in 100% OJ, but if I was more into bullet-hell games it could be a lot of fun..
Ok, let me go straight to the point, I've also got a big headache (probably increased by the fact that the last minutes of each level
of this game (they're all the same, you can only choose between easy normal hard and infinity mode) features colorful asteroids
falling down in dozens and make you dizzy).
This game is really so crappy designed and even more crappy programmed.
You basically control a starship and you can only move with WASD controls in a fixed scheme with a Windows 95 background.
Stop.
No, you can not fire. You can't do anything but collecting good items and avoiding bad items coming at a gradually increasing
speed from above.
You can collect HP, magnets and diamonds; you must avoid death (yeah there's skull and bones floating on screen), asteroid and
other ships. Everything does the same damage to you and you can only keep on diving left and right.
Totally pointless game, and artwork and sounds suck too.
Definitely to avoid.
Oh, I forgot to say that some achievements are bugged and stuck to 0% too and this doesn't have trading cards.. and it seems the
developers don't even want to fix the missing achievements, so really, negative.. A fun, low-key, story-driven game that makes a
good use of the VR medium. The pace is a little slow, but the world feels really big and immersive, the puzzles are fun, and the
game pushes you to make some ethical judgments that had me a little teary-eyed in my headset. By the end, it's hard not to get
sucked in. There are multiple endings, and you get to compare your choices and game stats against those made by other players.

The one real con for me was that the controls (playing on the HTC Vive with controllers) were a little funky and hard to get the
hang of whenever I hopped back into the game after a long break, but I wouldn't say this was a big detractor from the game
overall. If you're looking for a good story-driven VR game, this is worth a look.
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really buggy do not buy but if you do i suggest refunding it cause its♥♥♥♥♥♥or wait til early access is over

recommended price 0c

thank god for steam sales. Ok, this is epic. Not worth the money, too short and the jokes are not funny. if youre looking for a
fun multiplayer game for LAN parties or Online with friends, you will be dissapointed. the multiplay does not work. there is
also no option to switch between LAN or Online which is also dissapointing. this game is only good if youre alone and love to
click XD. Not a terrible choice, but I would like to expose the problems with this review.

This DLC includes
- 2 scenarios for Hamburg-Hannover, which are fine, one is very easy, the other is challenging in a good way,
- 3 scenarios for M\u00fcnchen-Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 2 with annoying and 1 with massively broken timings.

Whenever the majority of the train is in view, there is a massive fps drop - use only camera 1 (in-cab), shift-2 (side) and 2
(outside the first car, looking forward), ignore 4. Free view while still at stations is okay I guess.

Add to it that
- there is massive stuttering on M\u00fcnchen-Garmisch,
- sounds are weird,
- downhill braking requires flip-flopping.. It’s not often that an indie game manages to achieve greatness, but this time it did.
The storyline of the game needs a tad more depth, (as of now) but this game has a lot going for it.

>Deep RPG elements

The roleplaying features of this game are actually deeper than most CRPGS you’ll run across. Multiple classes with unique gear,
and skills your characters can learn all in a system which makes sense for a strategy RPG. Think XCOM, but much deeper.

>Interesting storyline

As this is an early access game, the story needs a lot of fleshing out still, but that’s to be expected in such an ambitious project.
The characters have some unique personality quirks, and despite the fact that this game is still early in development, it already
feels like there is a deeper sub text to the story, which I personally am dying to explore.

>Enjoyable visuals

In many ways, the game is reminiscent of some of the older final fantasy games. All pixel graphics, and it’s nothing fancy, but
you know full well what you’re looking at and there’s a lot of nostalgic appeal to this. For instance, watching a scrimmage unfold
while waiting for your lance’s mage to unleash absolute havoc in his/her distinguishable blue robes is unbelievably satisfying.

>Enjoyable to master

Often times games are so complex that by the time you’ve learned to use all of the features, you’ve lost interest in the game. This
is not the case with Himeko Sutori. All of the systems such as crafting are indeed deep, but it’s nothing that’s just frustrating to
use. Once you learn how things work, it’s very easy to spend hours delving into things such as crafting, or balancing a lance out
properly.

>You care about the characters

In a lot of ways, Himeko Sutori reminds me of Fire Emblem, or the aforementioned Xcom. You do start to really care about the
characters and this gives battles a real feeling of tangible relevance. It’s not just that “wow, my young adventure girl died, that
sucks,” it’s “wow Hiroki died…♥♥♥♥♥♥ I’ve had her since early in the game, and she’s turned the tide of many battles.”

>Roster depth

You can do a lot in Himeko Sutori. Want a lance with nothing, but waifus? No problem. Yeap you can do that. Want one with
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nothing, but slimes? Yeap, you can do that too. The game gives you many ways to play, which is really nice especially
considering how most games today have a few dominate play styles which you’re almost forced to stick to.

>Mod-ability

The game isn’t that horribly complex, and the developers have been highly cooperative with moders. You can likely expect to
see a mod for pretty much anything you want by the time the game is complete. Just look at the Steam discussions for the game.
Normally when a moder brings something up, the devs are right there to address it.

The negatives.
Keep in mind that this is still an EA game, so many of these problems will likely be addressed by the time you read this.

>UI

The game’s UI can be a bit of a mess at times. It can be quite difficult sometimes to actually outfit your characters with the right
gear.

>Balancing

Some classes are just outright better than others. For instance, I cannot see why you’d ever make an “illusionist” character. The
non-DPS or healer characters just seem like they don’t pull their own weight. This is of course ignoring the skills they learn
while in those classes, which are often very useful, but as it stands right now, you’ll most likely treat these positions as trainee
positions. I’ll give an example for this. I kept the fairy you get at the start of the game in her “saboteur like class,” just purely so
she could raise her leadership stat via the “control” skill. As soon as she was a solid option for a lance commander, I switched
her over to a DPS class.

>It helps to have a map…

Half the time you can’t find where you’re suppose to be going because the areas are massive, and you can’t just scroll around
over the world view to where everything is. This leaves you lost, and confused half of the time.

All in all, this game is great. If it wasn’t an indie game, I’d say it was worth a solid 8/10. Given the fact that it is not only an indie
game, but one still in development, I have to give it a 10/10. I’m honestly thinking about deleting my save, and restarting just
purely because I want to relive the IMCOMPLETE game I’ve already played. I can only imagine how great this game will be,
when it finally gets to the polishing stage.

. I used to play a lot of table top LOTR LCG, but in the end I was having trouble with the availability of certain expansion packs
and with catching up.

As for the digital version, I believe it is a fair adaptation and as much fun as the original. I really appreciate the dev's support
and clear communication about the future development. It is important as I tend to get invested in these types of games quite
heavily and hope that the support will continue.

All in all, it's just the beginning and a great start of an adventure! :). It's way too short i completed it in 27 mins thats just
stuipid....Fun for the 27 mins it lasted!. I always wondered why there are so little heroes 3 like games, especially on steam, and
here we finally have one like this:
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+Looks pretty nice outside of the battle and battle looks like simplified heroes 3 one, but it's not bad looks okay. (also - the field
seems to be wider, so archer units pretty powerful)
+Soundwork: Amazing soundwork, I guess it's the biggest plus of the game, great OST choice <3, absolutely love it.
+Gameplay: Everything is very close to heroes 3 so I list notable changes
 -auto day skip - why not, it's a single player after all
 -3 difficulties - 1st offers easy gameplay + infinity hirelings stacking while they wait for you to hire them, the medium is
normal, and hard is pretty hard but you have to complete normal 1st.
 -buggy hud -splitting and grouping units, moving across the map involves some bugs, developer aware of and he said he is
fixing them so... yeh.
 -More adventurish game style - you wander across the map way more time and build stuff way less.
 -Prove me wrong but it looks like units from different fractures do not affect each other moral.

So in short - this game is pretty enjoyable variation of HOMM

+Low price
+steam cards
+steam achievements

Overall it's sure value for money game, actually, it doesn't even deserve price this low. If you like heroes series - give it a try.
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